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Today’s menu

- Hyprolog’s abducibles: CHR constraints + a limited form of negation

- Integrity constraints as CHR rules

- An abductive program example

- Abduction in DCGs

- Semantics through abducibles

- World properties enforced through integrity constrains

- Abduction in a CHRG: a form of learning

- A.I. and its links to other sciences. A.I. as empirical inquiry

- New Readings: Textbook’s Introductory Chapter, and the Chapter:

A.I. as empirical inquiry
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Abducibles as CHR constraints

Abducibles--> constraints in the CHR sense

Simply declare your abducibles in your program:

abducibles p1/n1, …, pn/nj

Then after calling sicstus, call hyprolog and your file.

N.B. Constraints explicitly declared as abducibles benefit of
a limited treatment of negation, which we’ll explain
today.
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Integrity constraints on abducibles

Because abducibles are constraints in the

CHR sense, integrity constraints can be

placed upon them using either

propagation, simplification, or simpagation

rules.
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An abductive program example

(abducibles in green)

  in_buenos_aires,  revolution ==>
 school_cancelled.

  in_vancouver,  snow ==>
 school_cancelled.

  revolution,  snow ==> fail.

If  revolution is entered, then  in_buenos_aires,
constraint 1 causes   school cancelled to be
entered. If now  snow is entered,
there is failure and backtrack.
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Negation

Limited version implemented through integrity
constraints:

 :- op(499,fx,[not]).

  A,  not A ==> fail.

e.g. if revolutions are not possible in Vancouver,

  in_vancouver ==>  not revolution.

If the controlling Prolog program generates both
revolution and   in_vancouver, firstly the
integrity constraint produces

     not revolution   --> failure
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Negation (cont.)

Missing: “either you have P or not P”

Ex.  (as above:)  A,  not A ==> fail

  a,  b ==> fail.              not b,  c ==> fail.

   Clearly the sequence   a,  c ought to result

in failure, yet it succeeds
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Negation as Failure

If a program clause includes an application of
negation-as-failure that refers to abducibles
directly or indirectly, we inherit the dubious
semantics of Prolog.

E.g. p(X):- a(X).

a call \+p(Z)

 (N.B. “\+” is the same as “not”)

may succeed in case the abduction of  a(Z)

triggers a failure producing integrity

    constraint.
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Abduction in DCGs

3 meanings for “The flower is on the table'’:

the flower is lying on the table

the flower is placed in a vase which is on
the table

the flower is lying on an object which is
placed on the table (may or may not be a
container).
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Semantics through abducibles

stated as CHR constraints

We use abducibles in/2 and on/2 to refer to
immediate physical relationships, and thing/1
and container/1 to refer to the existence of given
kinds of objects. So we’ll start with:

:- use_module(library(chr)).

handler abductiveFlower.

constraints in/2, on/2, container/1, thing/1.

(N.B. they could also be declared as abducibles)
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World Properties enforced

through Integrity Constraints

  in(X,Y),  on(Y,X) ==> fail.     in(X,X) ==> fail.

  on(X,Y),  on(Y,X) ==> fail.     container(C) ==>

 thing(C).

  in(X,Y),  in(Y,X) ==> fail.     in(the_box,the_vase)

==> fail.

 on(the_flower,_) ==>  not normal(the_flower).

 on(_,the_flower) ==>  very_flat(the_flower).
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The grammar

sentence -->  thing(A), [is, on], thing(B),

   { thing(A),  thing(B),

      ( on(A,B); (( container(X), in(A,X);

        thing(X), on(A,X)), on(X,B )))}.

thing(T) --> [the,T], { thing(T)}.

go:- sentence([the,flower,is,on,the,table],[]).
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Results: Three different meanings

| ?- go. thing(_A),

…  on(flower,_A),

on(flower,table) ? ;  on(_A,table) ? ;

…   no

container(_A),

in(flower,_A),

on(_A,table) ? ;

…
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Assumptions for Anaphora

We’d like to test

Peter likes Martha. Mary hates her.
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Assumptions for anaphora (cont.)

np(X,Gender) --> name(X,Gender),
         {*acting(X,Gender)}

sentence(s(A,V,B)) -->  np(A,_), verb(V), np(B,_).

sentences((S1,S2)) -->

sentence(S1),sentences(S2).

sentences(nil) --> [].

np(X,Gender) --> {-acting(X,Gender)},

pronoun(Gender).

pronoun(fem) --> [her].
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Sample Test

  ?- phrase(sentences(S), [peter,likes,martha,
mary,hates,her]).

  S = (s(peter,like,martha),s(mary,hate,mary),nil) ?
;

 S = (s(peter,like,martha),s(mary,hate,martha),nil)
? ;

   no
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Precluding the incorrect reading

The reading

  S = (s(peter,like,martha),s(mary,hate,mary),nil)

would have been rejected if we had expressed in the
grammar the linguistic notion that “herself” (not “her”) is
the only acceptable pronoun for this reading to be
possible (the “neat” approach to AI). We can take a
shortcut by insisting through a CHR integrity constraint
that one cannot hate oneself (the “scruffy” approach to
AI!).

We modify the grammar accordingly:
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Precluding the incorrect reading

abducibles s/3.

sentence --> np(A,_), verb(V), np(B,_), {s(A,V,B)}.

% abduces the meaning representation s(A,V,B} if the
parse succeeds (throws it into the constraint “bag”)

s(X,hate,X) ==> fail.         % blocks the “self hatred” reading

This implements a stronger notion than the linguistic one
re. “herself”, since it claims that it is not possible to hate
oneself, but as a quick-n-dirty solution, it does exemplify
how integrity constraints placed upon semantics can
guide the parse.
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Reconstructing missing elements

Peter likes and Mary hates Martha

sentence(s(A,V,B)) --> np(A,_), verb(V), np(B,_),
{=*obj(B)}. % sentence is complete:

% save its object timelessly

 sentence(s(A,V,B)) --> np(A,_), verb(V), [and],   {=-obj(B)}.

% sentence misses the object- reconstruct it from that of
another sentence which is complete (will also work for
Peter likes Martha and Mary hates- robust parsing for an
English tutor system, for instance: reconstructs meaning
even with incorrect input)
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CHR unification- A note of caution

 N.B. CHR symbols are instantiated by

what’s in the constraint store, not by other

symbols in a rule being tried.

Morale: You cannot instantiate things

already in the constraint store
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Practical Consequence

Say you have the CHRG rule

np(X),vp(X,P) ::> sentence(P).

and in the constraint store you have

np(john)         and vp(Z,laughs(Z))

Application of the above rule does NOT
unify Z with john as one might expect (and
want).
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Solution: add apply/3 in your file:

apply(Eqs,TermBefore,TermAfter) :-

   mk_variant((Eqs,TermBefore),

   (Eqs1,TermAfter)), Eqs1.

and reexpress the sentence rule above as:

np(X), verb(Y,P) ::> {apply((X=Y),P,P1)},

         sentence(P1).

(this creates a copy P1 of P in which Y has been
unified with X, and throws P1 as a sentence in the
bag of constraints)
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Abduction in a CHRG- learning

From the sentences Garfield eats Mickey, Tom eats Jerry,
Jerry is mouse, Tom is cat, Mickey is mouse.

we want to infer who’s food for who, implied categories and
who’s cannibalistic.

abducibles food_for/2, categ_of/2, cannibal/1.

% Constraints on abducibles help us abduce:

categ_of(N,C1), categ_of(N,C2) ==> C1=C2.

food_for(C1,C), food_for(C2,C) ==> C1=C2.

food_for(C,C) ==> cannibal(C).

Garfield’s category not stated
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The grammar

verb(is) -\ [X] <:> category(X).

-\ indicates that [X] is left context to verb(is)

[tom]     <:> name(tom).

name(N), verb(is),category(T) <:>

{categ_of(N,T)},sentence(is(N,T)).
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The grammar (cont.)

name(N1), verb(eats), name(N2) <:>

    {categ_of(N1,T1), categ_of(N2,T2),

food_for(T1,T2)},

    sentence(eats(N1,N2)).
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Test

parse([garfield,eats,mickey, tom,eats,jerry,

jerry,is,mouse,tom,is,cat,

mickey,is,mouse]).
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Output from Garfield eats Mickey, Tom eats

Jerry, Jerry is mouse, Tom is cat, Mickey is

mouse.

categ_of(garfield,cat), % has been “learnt”

categ_of(mickey,mouse),

food_for(cat,mouse),

categ_of(tom,cat),

categ_of(jerry,mouse),

food_for(cat,mouse),

categ_of(jerry,mouse),

categ_of(tom,cat),

categ_of(mickey,mouse),
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Output (cont.)

all(0,15),

sentence(0,3,eats(garfield,mickey)),

sentence(3,6,eats(tom,jerry)),

sentence(6,9,jerry is mouse),

sentence(9,12,tom is cat),

sentence(12,15,mickey is mouse) ?
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Conclusions- Hyprolog

Avoids computational overhead associated with
metainterpreter based abduction

Assumptions were efficient already, we add
integrity constraints and mix with abduction

Can run through existing optimizing compilers
for Prolog and CHR

Coroutining of integrity constraints is automatic
through CHR

Limited use of negation.
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Summary of notation

+h(a) Assert linear assumption for subsequent proof
steps. (Linear means ``can be used once'’)

*h(a)    Assert intuitionistic assumption for subsequent
proof steps. (Intuitionistic means ``can be used any
number of times''.)

-h(X) Expectation: consume/apply existing assumption.

=+h(a), =*h(X), =-h(X) Timeless assumption: As above
but the time of assertion and application or consumption
can be arbitrary (e.g. you can consume before
assuming).

Expectations_satisfied Tests whether all expectations
have been met (whether everything that was assumed
has been consumed)
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Notation summary: Declare your

abducibles and assumptions

e.g.

abducibles a/1, b/1.

assumptions c/1.

timeless_assumption d/2


